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These people have 1 thing in common: have a guess



Theme of the Week:  Keeping yourself safe

This is a picture of just some of the victims who have died as a result of knife crime recently.

It is pretty shocking.

Many of the deaths could have been avoided.

We don’t have a knife problem at the academy but there is a national problem, and also a problem in 
some areas locally.

Remember: never, ever be tempted to carry any sort of weapon. 

The consequences can, quite literally, be deadly.



Our Role Model of the Week: Idris Elba
A Hollywood and film superstar

Click here to watch Idris on knife crime

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJlZmFebJAY


Our Environment and Planet

There are lots of positive things happening and the momentum is growing.

People are realising how precious our planet is, and wanting to play a role in helping 

out.

Click on the video below to hear about another positive project.

Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD8qv92tPec


The next leader of our country

Remember that decisions around Brexit are effectively on hold until the next leader of 
the Conservative and Unionist party is elected, and this will happen by late July.

They will automatically become Prime Minister.

It will be either Boris Johnson or Jeremy Hunt.

We have learnt about each of them over the last few weeks.

Let’s hear directly about them, and from them, this week:

Click on this video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27JTJxsAZ8s


We keep talking about it…until any negative labels fall away
Keeping emotionally and mentally well
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Our Sculpture of the Week

The sculpture overleaf is called ‘Colossus’ and can be found in Florence, Italy.

It was erected in the late 1500s, as a symbol of Italy’s rugged mountain ranges.

It is 35 feet tall and holds a fabulous secret – inside the sculpture are several rooms!

It was created by the famous Italian sculptor Giambologna.

See what you think of it.





Our Photograph of the Week

The photograph overleaf was taken last week in New Jersey, USA.

This whole area of USA has ben hit by severe storms, with heavy rain and strong winds.

This picture shows how bad water levels have got, and you can sense the long term 

damage and disruption this will cause for people and the communities they live in.










